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Abstract
Recent research has linked early life exposure to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
medications (SSRIs) to modifications of social behaviors in children. Serotonin is a key regulator
of neurodevelopment, social behaviors and mental health, and with the growing use of SSRIs to
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treat maternal affective disorders during the perinatal period, questions have been raised about

the benefits and risks of SSRI exposure on the developing child. This review will highlight how
perinatal SSRIs affect maternal care and neurodevelopmental outcomes related to social

us

affiliative behaviors in offspring; such as play behaviors, social interactions, reproductive
behaviors, and maternal care of the next generation. We will also review how early life exposure

an

to SSRIs can alter related neurobiology, and the epigenome. Both clinical research and findings
from animal models will be discussed. Understanding the impact of perinatal SSRIs on

m

neurobehavioral outcomes will improve the health and well-being of subsequent generations.
Keywords: Maternal Care, Development, Offspring, Perinatal Depression, SSRI, Pregnancy,
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Stress, Play behavior, Social interaction, Reproductive behavior, Antidepressant, Sex differences,
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serotonin, maternal stress, maternal anxiety
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Introduction
Women are more vulnerable to developing depression than men, with additional
susceptibility during childbearing years (Burke et al., 2005; Yonkers et al., 2009). An estimated
10-20% of women suffer from depression and/or anxiety during the perinatal period (Pawluski et
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al., 2017). Serotonin reuptake inhibitor antidepressants, such as fluoxetine, sertraline, citalopram
and venlafaxine, are prescribed in pregnancy with the expectation that they promote maternal
mental health and by extension confer a developmental health benefit to the fetus and child.

us

While this has yet to be confirmed during childhood there is some evidence that SSRIs can
alleviate maternal symptoms of peripartum depression and anxiety, and these medications remain

an

the recommended first-line treatment for perinatal affective disorders (Kim et al., 2014).
Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor medications (SSRIs) are the most common treatment for

m

maternal depression and anxiety disorders during the perinatal period (Charlton et al., 2015;
Cooper et al., 2007; Oberlander et al., 2006) (Table 1). SSRI use by pregnant women in

ed

industrialized countries (including Canada, USA, Australia, Iceland, Denmark, Sweden, UK,
Italy, the Netherlands, and France) ranges between 2-7% in Canada and Western European
countries, and between 5-13% in Australia and the USA (Charlton et al., 2015; Cooper et al.,

is

2007; Hayes et al., 2012; Lupattelli et al., 2014; Oberlander et al., 2006; Zoega et al., 2015)

ev

(Table 1).

SSRIs can cross the placenta and can be found in breast milk, raising questions about the

R

safety of using these medications to treat maternal mental illnesses. Indeed, recent clinical
findings link prenatal SSRI exposure to abnormal development of social behaviors with increased

risk for Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in children prenatally exposed to SSRIs (Kobayashi et
al., 2016; Man et al., 2015), and increased externalizing behaviors in young children (Oberlander
et al., 2007). In addition to clinical data on social behaviors, animal models are pointing to a
3

long-term effect of perinatal SSRIs on social interactions, play behavior, and reproductive
behavior; key social affiliative behaviors (Misri et al., 2006; Oberlander et al., 2010; Oberlander
et al., 2007; Olivier et al., 2013; Pawluski et al., 2012b). These SSRI effects cannot be completely

t

separated from the effect of maternal mood and maternal care-giving behaviors. Importantly,
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human studies are frequently challenged by a failure to isolate the effects of the drug exposure
from the effects of maternal mental health (“confounding by indication”) (Kyriacou and Lewis,
2016) and teasing maternal mood from the interactive effects of SSRIs, maternal/child genetic,

us

health, and environmental factors remains a key challenge in human research. While it is beyond
the scope of this review to cover the impact of these factors, a review of this work is needed.

an

With this in mind, this review will focus on how perinatal SSRIs affect maternal caregiving behaviors in the mother and neurodevelopmental outcomes related to social affiliative

m

behaviors in offspring. These behaviors in offspring include play behaviors, social interactions,
reproductive behaviors, and maternal care of the next generation. Both clinical research and

ed

findings from laboratory animal models will be reviewed. Specifically we will review the effects
of perinatal SSRIs on 1) maternal care-giving behaviors in the mother, 2) offspring social

is

affiliative behaviors, 3) related changes in neurodevelopment, and 4) epigenetic alterations
associated with the developing brain and behavior. Understanding the implications of early-life

ev

exposure to SSRIs on the development of social behaviors, related neurobiology and epigenome

will aid in understanding the risks and benefits of exposure to these medications during the

R

perinatal period.

4

1. SSRIs, maternal care-giving behaviors, and the maternal brain
Maternal mental illness, such as depression or anxiety, can have detrimental effects on
both the mother and the developing child (Almond, 2009; Leung and Kaplan, 2009; Marcus,

t

2009; Pawluski et al., 2017). These maternal affective disorders are associated with increased risk

cr
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of preeclampsia, premature delivery, reduced fetal growth, and poor cognitive, emotional, and
social development in children (Beversdorf et al., 2005; Huizink et al., 2003; Laplante et al.,
2004; Leung and Kaplan, 2009; Olivier et al., 2013; Van den Bergh et al., 2005; Van den Bergh

us

et al., 2008). Mothers with depression, anxiety, and elevated levels of stress often show changes
in offspring care-giving behaviors (Brummelte et al., 2006; Hillerer et al., 2012; Maccari et al.,

an

2014; Talge et al., 2007); Depressed and anxious mothers can respond less sensitively, and more
negatively, to their infants compared with non-depressed mothers (Field, 1995; Field et al., 1990;

m

Fleming et al., 1988). Depressed mother-infant dyads also exhibit reduced synchrony with
decreases in mutual attention, vocal and visual communications, touching, and smiling compared

ed

to healthy controls (Field, 1995; Field et al., 1990). In rodent models, stressed dams spend more
time nursing, less time licking offspring and have reduced pup contact (Belnoue et al., 2016;

is

Champagne and Meaney, 2006; Hillerer et al., 2012). As such, changes in maternal care,
particularly reductions in licking of offspring, can have long-term effects on offspring outcomes

ev

(Meaney, 2001; O'Donnell et al., 2014; Rifkin-Graboi et al., 2015; Wazana et al., 2015).

R

Although scarce, clinical work shows that SSRIs can affect maternal care-giving. Misri et

al (2002) showed that during feeding and free-play, positive infant affect was correlated with
maternal sensitivity in SSRI-treated mothers versus untreated mothers. Additionally, positive
maternal affect in SSRI treated mothers was negatively correlated with apathetic mood in infants
(Misri and Kostaras, 2002; Misri et al., 2004). More recent work, controlling for the effects of
5

maternal depression, showed that mothers treated with an SSRI during pregnancy interrupted
their child more during play (Weikum et al., 2013). In rodent models, gestational SSRI treatment
can increase the frequency of maternal licking of offspring, and in low doses, increase the

t

duration of crouching over offspring (Johns et al., 2005). This is also evident with postpartum
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SSRI treatment which shows increases in arch-back nursing behaviors, a reduction of maternal

self-grooming, and a reversal of the effects of high corticosterone levels on maternal care-giving
behaviors (Kiryanova et al., 2016; Pawluski et al., 2012b; Workman et al., 2016). Thus, clinical

us

research and work in animal models show that perinatal SSRIs can alter maternal care-giving
behaviors, and these effects may protect against the effects of maternal stress-related disorders.

an

1.1 Serotonin and Maternal care-giving

There is a wealth of literature that examines the roles of hormones like oxytocin,

m

prolactin, progesterone, and estradiol on the initiation and maintenance of maternal behavior
(Bridges, 2015). However, less is known about the function of serotonin-related mechanisms

ed

involved in maternal behavior. Together, hormonal signals and serotonin may work in concert to
regulate maternal behavior. Indeed, hormone receptors exist on serotonergic neurons in the

is

midbrain raphe nuclei (Chalmers et al., 1995; Yoshida et al., 2009; Yoshimura et al., 1993) and

ev

projections from these neurons, as well as serotonin receptors, aid in regulating hormonal activity
in the hypothalamus (Bagdy, 1996; Ito et al., 2014; Jorgensen et al., 2003) and other related brain

R

regions (Steinbusch, 1981) implicated in the maternal caregiving network (Barrett and Fleming,
2011). Therefore, serotonergic changes which occur in the female brain during pregnancy and the
postpartum period may impact maternal behavior (Lonstein et al., 2014; Numan et al., 2006). For
instance, compared to virgins, serotonin turnover is lower in rat dams in the ventral bed nucleus
of the stria terminalis (Smith et al., 2013) and in the medial preoptic area (Lonstein et al., 2003).
6

This suggests that serotonin metabolism is altered in brain regions critical for mediating parental
behaviors. Some of these neurochemical changes are only apparent during the early postpartum
period;

early postpartum

dams

have

higher

5-hydroxytryptophan

(5-HTP)

and

5-

t

hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), both critical metabolites involved in serotonin synthesis, in
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the dorsal raphe compared to virgin and late postpartum rats (Holschbach and Lonstein, 2016).
Therefore, particular perinatal time points may serve as critical periods of serotonin sensitivity.

Pup contact can also affect central serotonin mechanisms during the postpartum period.

us

Upon contact with pups after brief separation, maternal serotonin release increases in the ventral
striatum (Hansen et al., 1993; Lerch-Haner et al., 2008) and decreases 5HT1A receptor levels

an

throughout the limbic system (Stamatakis et al., 2015). Relatedly, in adult virgin female rats
exposed to pups as juveniles, protein expression of tryptophan hydroxylase 2 (TPH2), a brain and

m

central nervous system specific enzyme required for serotonin synthesis, is similar to expression
in early postpartum dams in the dorsal raphe (Harding and Lonstein, 2016). Thus pup exposure

ed

can modify the serotonergic system in the maternal brain.
Several animal models have shown that serotonin plays a role in mediating specific

is

aspects of maternal behavior such as maternal responsivity. For example, in the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), TPH2 is negatively associated with maternal licks of pups (Ragan et al., 2016). In

ev

non-human primates, rhesus macaque mothers with low cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of 5-

HIAA are more protective of their infants than mothers with high CSF 5-HIAA (Fairbanks et al.,

R

1998; Lindell et al., 1997). In humans, mothers with the short (S) or similar L(G) allele for the
serotonin-transporter (SERT) promoter show more sensitive mothering styles compared to

mothers without these alleles (Mileva-Seitz et al., 2011). Maternal responsiveness can also be
observed in nulliparous females after continuously exposing them to young pups in a maternal

7

sensitization paradigm (Lonstein et al., 1999; Rosenblatt, 1969). Unlike dams, TPH2 in the
mPFC is positively associated with maternal responsivity in sensitized virgins (Ragan et al.,
2016). Therefore, maternal experience and pup exposure likely have a significant impact on

t

aspects of serotonergic functioning and these effects can differ in parturient and virgin females.
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Targeted lesioning of serotonergic neurons in the median raphe nucleus severely impairs

pup retrieval and nursing (Barofsky et al., 1983). In addition, Pet-1 (a transcription factor specific
to normal functioning of serotonergic neurons) knockout mouse dams show severely disrupted

us

nest-building and retrieval, resulting in low pup survival (Lerch-Haner et al., 2008). Similarly,
TPH2 knockout mouse dams display reduced arched-back nursing postures and pup retrieval,

an

disrupted nest building, increased pup cannibalism, and less aggression to an intruder compared
to wild types (Alenina et al., 2009; Angoa-Perez et al., 2014). In rats, postpartum treatment with a

m

5-HT2A/2C receptor antagonist, clozapine, decreases nursing and pup retrieval possibly via altered
signaling in the nucleus accumbens (Zhao and Li, 2010). These effects of a 5-HT2A/2C receptor

ed

antagonist can be rescued by a 5HT2A/2C receptor agonist (2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodo-amphetamine)
which reduces the amount of time it takes rats to initiate contact and retrieve pups, as well as

is

increases the time spent licking pups (Zhao and Li, 2010). Others have shown that more targeted
injections of a 5HT2A antagonist (cis-flupenthixol), in the nucleus accumbens on postpartum day

ev

6 increases crouching behavior duration (Keer and Stern, 1999). Such work demonstrates that
normal serotonin functioning, particularly in relation to the 5HT2A receptor, is critical for positive

R

maternal care.

Recent work also shows significant changes in neuroplasticity in response to motherhood

in the midbrain dorsal raphe nucleus, the source of most ascending serotoninergic projections
(Holschbach and Lonstein, 2017), and in other regions of the maternal brain; SSRIs increase

8

neurogenesis in the maternal hippocampus (Pawluski et al., 2017; Pawluski et al., 2012b) and
alter plasticity in the PFC and amygdala (Haim et al., 2015; Haim et al., 2014). Postpartum
fluoxetine treatment also decreases both global measures of methylation in the dentate gyrus and

t

serotonin metabolism in the hippocampus, but not the prefrontal cortex (PFC), of the mother
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(Gemmel et al., 2016). Together, these results show that central activation of serotonin-related
mechanisms can promote maternal behaviors and alter plasticity in the maternal brain. Thus,
emerging evidence points to the valuable role of serotonin, and its mediation by SSRIs, on the

us

brain and behavior of the mother. As such, these changes in maternal care-giving behaviors,
altered by perinatal SSRIs, can shape the neurobehavioral development of offspring.

an

2. Perinatal SSRIs and social behaviors

Serotonin is heavily involved in the development of social responses, and early

m

modulation of this system via developmental exposure to SSRIs can significantly alter social
interactions later in life (Crockett et al., 2010; Kiser et al., 2012; Tonissaar et al., 2004). Prenatal

ed

SSRI exposure is linked to increased risk for mood disorders, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD),
and altered reproductive behavior in offspring (Misri et al., 2006; Oberlander et al., 2010;

is

Oberlander et al., 2007; Olivier et al., 2013; Pawluski et al., 2012b). Note there is a substantial
amount of literature documenting effects of perinatal SSRIs on affective disorders which is

ev

beyond the scope of this review (for review see (Glover and Clinton, 2016; Homberg et al., 2010;

R

Oberlander et al., 2009; Pawluski et al., 2012c; Pinna, 2015)).
2.1. Clinical outcomes: SSRIs and offspring social behaviors
Recent research has raised intriguing questions about the link between perinatal SSRI
exposure and the development of ASD (Man et al., 2015). While previous studies found no
association between ASD and prenatal SSRIs after controlling for maternal depression (Clements
9

et al., 2015), recent meta-analysis studies support the increased risk of ASD in children prenatally
exposed to SSRIs (Kobayashi et al., 2016; Man et al., 2015), although maternal depression indeed
serves as a confounding factor. Exposure to maternal depression and SSRIs may both contribute

t

to neurodevelopmental disorders such as ASD, as both lead to imbalanced fetal serotonin, a key
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regulator in overall development and the development of specific behavior-mediating brain
tissues (Muller et al., 2016; Whitaker-Azmitia, 2001). Such work supports the idea that early life

SSRIs can contribute to numerous behavioral pathologies which likely alter the trajectory of

us

social behaviors.

In line with this, an increasing amount of clinical data documents the effect of perinatal

an

SSRIs on behavioral development in children. Infants exposed to SSRIs during gestation exhibit
blunted emotional and physical response to painful stimuli at two months of age, and low

m

adaptive and social-emotional behavioral scores at 10 months of age (Hanley et al., 2013;
Oberlander et al., 2002; Oberlander et al., 2005). Prenatal exposure to SSRIs increases Pervasive

ed

Developmental Disorder scale scores at 2-5 years of age (Johnson et al., 2016) and externalizing
behavior beyond the clinical cutoff in children 4 years of age (Hermansen et al., 2016;

is

Oberlander et al., 2007). Such work indicates that perinatal SSRIs can increase aggression,
attention/hyperactivity, and oppositional or defiant behaviors, and negatively impact social

ev

interactions in early childhood. In addition, children 3 and 4 years of age exposed prenatally to

SSRIs and maternal depression also exhibit increased internalizing behaviors (depression,

R

anxiety, and withdrawal) (Oberlander et al., 2010). Similarly, prenatal SSRIs, after controlling for
maternal depression, can increase the risk for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in children 2
to 19 years of age (Clements et al., 2015). In summary, clinical research to date demonstrates a

10

complex relationship between early life exposure to SSRIs and maternal mood disorders, on
mediating behavioral outcomes and social interactions throughout life.
As serotonin is known to play a crucial role in social interactions (Homberg et al., 2007;

t

Kiser et al., 2012; Muller et al., 2016; Whitaker-Azmitia, 2001), a growing body of animal
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research seeks to understand how perinatal SSRIs can impact social affiliative behaviors in

offspring. The following section reviews how perinatal SSRIs affect play behavior, social
preference, reproductive behavior, and maternal care of subsequent generations in animal models.

us

Although much of this research is done in healthy dams and offspring, the effects of perinatal
SSRIs can differ when using a model of aspects of maternal depression; which is arguably the

an

more appropriate model. When they exist, these effects will be pointed out below and in Table 2.
For further discussion of the importance of using a model of maternal stress see section 5.

m

2.2. Animal models: Perinatal SSRIs and Juvenile Play Behavior

ed

Social play behaviors are important for establishing interaction strategies and social
responses later in life which aid in establishing coalitions, social dominance, mating, and
maternal responses (Kiser et al., 2012). Rodent social play behavior is well-categorized and

is

includes specific behaviors with a novel conspecific such as

pinning, pouncing,

ev

following/chasing, and boxing/wrestling (rather than social interaction preference as measured in
the object/conspecific task discussed below). Increasing research shows that perinatal SSRIs can

R

mediate such social play behavior responses in offspring. Prenatal fluoxetine exposure tended to
reduce male and female social play in juveniles by reducing the frequency of pinning,
boxing/wrestling, and social exploration of a novel social partner (Olivier et al., 2011a)(Table 2).
This effect persisted into adulthood with adult rodents having reduced frequencies of social
exploration with a novel social partner (Olivier et al., 2011a). Similar reductions in social play
11

are evident when SSRI treatment occurs during the early postnatal period. Citalopram or
fluoxetine administration reduces the frequency of boxing/wrestling behavior, following/chasing,
and rearing in juvenile male and female rats (Khatri et al., 2014; Rodriguez-Porcel et al., 2011).

t

Interestingly, postnatal SSRIs likewise increase the frequency of stereotypic behavior in these
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animals (Khatri et al., 2014; Rodriguez-Porcel et al., 2011), an additional clinical indicator of

ASD. SSRI-dependent modifications to social response can also be mediated by offspring sex:.
Postnatal citalopram administration reduces the frequency of pinning, stereotypic behavior, and

us

social play behaviors, in juvenile male, but not female, offspring (Rodriguez-Porcel et al., 2011).
When taken together, animal work suggests reduced play behavior following perinatal SSRIs

an

which may be indicative of neurodevelopment disorders and deficits in social response and social
behaviors.

m

Similar to clinical findings which point to the role of SSRI exposure in increasing the risk
of ASD, animal models highlight the role of serotonin as a key neurobehavioral regulator of

ed

social play. Serotonin transporter knock-out rats, or those exposed to fluoxetine or MDMA
(which similarly slows serotonin and monoamine re-uptake) display reductions in the number of

is

pins, pounces, and boxing bouts, as well as increased time spent following social partners in the
juvenile period (Homberg et al., 2007). Early life changes to the serotonergic environment,

ev

therefore, contribute to reduced-social play behavior and modifications to behavioral phenotypes

R

(Kiser et al., 2012).

2.3. Animal models: Perinatal SSRIs and Social Interaction Preference
Social interactions with novel conspecifics are often studied in laboratory animals in order

to assess additional aspects of social behavior, such as social preference. Typical behavioral
assays include exploration of a novel conspecific versus exploration of a novel object, approach12

avoidance tests with a novel caged conspecific, or non-constrained social interaction test.
Expanding clinical findings, research in rodent models shows that early life SSRI exposure
affects social interactions with novel same-sex conspecifics. Offspring treated with SSRIs

t

postnatally show decreased conspecific exploration compared to novel object exploration in
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juvenile and adult male and female rat offspring (Khatri et al., 2014; Rodriguez-Porcel et al.,

2011; Simpson et al., 2011; Zimmerberg and Germeyan, 2015). However, prenatal SSRIs
increase social preference in the novel object/conspecific test in juvenile female offspring

us

(Svirsky et al., 2016), suggesting that behavioral outcomes after postnatal SSRI exposure may
differ from prenatal SSRI exposure outcomes and with offspring sex. Even more transient,

an

fluoxetine administration from PD 0-4 increases the frequency of sniffing and contact behavior in
adult male rat offspring as well as total social interaction time with novel social controls (Ko et

m

al., 2014). Thus, the timing of perinatal SSRI exposure can differentially alter social behaviors.
Perinatal SSRIs also mediate aggression and aggressive-like social interactions in

ed

offspring. Perinatal fluoxetine exposure increases the number of adult male aggressive behavior
counts, as well as duration of aggressive behavior in mice (Kiryanova and Dyck, 2014; Svirsky et

is

al., 2016). This effect is again both age and sex dependent, as juvenile mice, and female offspring
at any age, do not show any differences in aggressive interaction compared to controls (Svirsky et

ev

al., 2016). This is in line with a growing body of literature showing that serotonergic system
dysfunction, such as TPH inactivation, can increase social aggression in rodents (Kiser et al.,

R

2012; Lesch et al., 2012). Therefore, early life modification of serotonergic functioning via SSRI

exposure can alter social preferences and aggression and these effects may be further mediated by

offspring sex.

13

2.4. Animal Models: Perinatal SSRI and Reproductive Behaviors
There is a long-term impact of perinatal SSRIs on social reproductive behaviors in male
and female offspring (Harris et al., 2012; Maciag et al., 2006b; Rayen et al., 2013a, 2014). This is

t

perhaps not surprising given the role of serotonin in sexual differentiation of the brain and
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behavior (Dohler et al., 1991).

Male offspring. Mirmiran et al (1981) were the first to report that early postnatal

us

exposure to the tricyclic antidepressant, chlorimipramine, leads to a reduction in sexual behavior
in adult male rat offspring (Mirmiran et al., 1981). Others expanded these findings by showing

an

that neonatal exposure to the tricyclic antidepressant, clomipramine leads to diminished sexual
behavior in male rat offspring; including decreases in mounting, intromission and ejaculatory
behavior (Vogel et al., 1990). More recently, research on how perinatal SSRIs impact male

m

sexual behavior shows that only postnatal exposure to SSRIs affects sexual behavior. Postnatal
exposure to SSRIs disrupts male sexual behavior resulting in decreased sexual motivation, fewer

ed

mounts, intromissions, and ejaculations (Gouvea et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2012; Maciag et al.,
2006b; Rayen et al., 2013b; Rodriguez-Porcel et al., 2011), while prenatal SSRIs have no effect

is

on male copulatory behavior (Cagiano et al., 2008; Olivier et al., 2011b). This impairment in

ev

sexual behavior in male rats postnatally exposed to SSRIs is mimicked by the stimulation of the
5-HT1B receptor and partly by stimulation of the 5-HT1A and the 5HT2 receptors (Harris et al.,

R

2012; Maciag et al., 2006a; Maciag et al., 2006b; Wilson et al., 1998), indicating a contribution
of the serotonin autoreceptors during development on male sexual behavior.
Though serotonin signaling plays an important role in the development of male sexual

behaviors in rodents, it appears to be altered in the context of maternal stress (more analogous to
the clinical situation). If postnatal fluoxetine exposure occurs after prenatal maternal stress, there
14

is no effect of postnatal fluoxetine on male sexual behavior (Rayen et al., 2013b). This suggests
that the effects of perinatal SSRIs on male sexual behavior appears only when given to healthy
dams and/or offspring, and that maternal stress can alter sexual differentiation in such a way that

t

limits the effects of perinatal SSRIs on copulatory behaviors in male offspring.
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Female offspring. In contrast to the effects in male offspring, early life exposure to

fluoxetine facilitates proceptive and receptive behaviors in adult female offspring, regardless of
exposure to maternal stress (Rayen et al., 2014). Although this is the only work showing the

us

effects of perinatal SSRIs on female copulatory behaviors, the actions of serotonin on sexual
differentiation in the developing female are dependent on the timing of serotonergic

an

manipulations, and often show a down regulation of female sexual behavior if the manipulation
occurs during the first week of life. For example, stimulation of serotonin synthesis on postnatal

m

days 1–7 results in an inhibition of lordosis behavior (Dohler et al., 1991; Jarzab and Dohler,
1984) and treatment with a serotonin synthesis inhibitor between postnatal days 1 and 7 reduces

ed

proceptive behaviors (Dakin et al., 2008). Together, these findings suggest that the timing of the
SSRI exposure during the perinatal period can differentially affect the development of female

is

reproductive behaviors with prolonged exposure to SSRIs feminizing the female brain and
behavior.

ev

2.5. Animal Models: Perinatal SSRIs and offspring maternal care

R

Given the growing literature on the effects of serotonin on maternal care, it is perhaps not

surprising that perinatal SSRIs alter maternal behavior in female offspring. However, to date only
one study has been done in this area and findings from this work show that prenatal fluoxetine
can reduce maternal behaviors of female offspring when they are mothers by reducing nest
quality and delaying pup retrieval (Svirsky et al., 2016). Interestingly, these same prenatally
15

SSRI-exposed female offspring showed more adaptability in maternal behaviors, with greater
improvements in maternal care on postnatal day 2 and 3 than controls (Svirsky et al., 2016).
Similarities can be drawn between dams receiving direct SSRI treatment, and female offspring

t

exposed to SSRIs while in utero, with such medications increasing aspects of maternal care. This

cr
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work suggests that periantal SSRIs may make female offspring more resilient mothers, although

us

this is likely still dependent on the duration and timing of SSRI exposure.

3.Perinatal SSRI effects on Related Changes in Neurobiology

an

Numerous brain regions contribute to the regulation of social affiliative behaviors. With
regards to perinatal SSRI effects, the hypothalamus, hippocampus, and PFC have received the

m

most attention, as these regions play a role in mediating social, emotional, and cognitive
processes throughout the lifespan (Andrews and Matthews, 2004; Courchesne and Pierce, 2005;

ed

Eisch et al., 2008; Laplante et al., 2002; McEwen, 2005; Meaney et al., 1994). Serotonin, which
is highly involved in regulating social behavior, social response, and serotonergic system
functioning, receives afferent information about behavioral outcomes, and can have a substantial

is

impact on these brain regions and their development (Glover and Clinton, 2016; Kiser et al.,

ev

2012). Understanding how fluctuations in serotonin and serotonergic system functioning impact
developing neurobiology via early life SSRI exposure is critical in integrating what we know

R

about the development of social affiliative behaviors in offspring.
Below, we will cover what is known about the effects of SSRIs on the serotonergic

system as well as the hypothalamus (a mediator of copulatory behaviors and stress), the
hippocampus (a primary player in cognition), the prefrontal cortex (a regulator of executive
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functions), and the amygdala (a primary player in emotional reactions). For a review of how
SSRIs affect the dorsal raphe specifically, see (Glover and Clinton, 2016).
3.1. Serotonin, SSRIs, and brain development
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In the developing brain, consequences of early life exposure to SSRIs may not occur
immediately after birth, but may manifest later during childhood, adolescence or even in

adulthood. The literature already demonstrates an effect of perinatal SSRIs on offspring

us

serotonergic development, which has potential implications for neurodevelopmental delay and
behavioral dysfunction. Early-life SSRIs result in an increase in acute serotonergic tone in

an

clinical studies (Homberg et al., 2010; Oberlander et al., 2009) and suppress central serotonergic
tone in adult preclinical studies, likely related to increased auto-inhibitory feedback (Maciag et
al., 2006b; Simpson et al., 2011; Weaver et al., 2010). Research in animal models also show that

m

early-life exposure to SSRIs reduces adult TPH and SERT expression in the dorsal and medial
raphe (Maciag et al., 2006b; Maciag et al., 2006c), as well as in the hippocampus and cortex at

ed

both the juvenile and adult ages (Maciag et al., 2006c; Simpson et al., 2011; Weaver et al., 2010).
Therefore, alterations in serotonergic functioning evident at the clinical and preclinical level

is

suggest an effect on developing brain regions critical for mediating neurobehavioral outcomes in

ev

offspring after perinatal SSRI exposure.
3.2. Clinical findings

R

Findings from clinical studies are beginning to point to an effect of prenatal SSRIs on

fetal and neonatal neurodevelopment by investigating biomarkers in peripheral fluids which are
related to central nervous system development. After controlling for levels of maternal
depression, prenatal SSRIs decreases S100B, an astroglial-specific calcium-binding protein
(Haring et al., 1993; Whitaker-Azmitia et al., 1990), in human neonates at birth (Pawluski et al.,
17

2009b). S100B mediates the positive outgrowth and survival of neurons (Bhattacharyya et al.,
1992; Gonzalez-Martinez et al., 2003), and stimulates glial cell proliferation (Selinfreund et al.,
1991). Therefore, decreased S100B levels in human biological fluids may be a useful indicator of

t

reduced brain maturation and neural development following perinatal SSRI exposure (Pawluski
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et al., 2009b). In addition, reelin levels are decreased in neonates prenatally exposed to SSRIs
(Brummelte et al., 2013). Reelin is a glycoprotein which plays a critical role in neuronal
migration and positioning during neurodevelopment, again suggesting effects of SSRI exposure

us

on the brain of developing offspring. Recent imaging data has confirmed that prenatal SSRIs do
indeed alter the developing brain, with prenatal SSRIs decreasing activity in the basal ganglia and

an

thalamus of preterm neonates (Podrebarac et al., 2016). Reduced activity in key brain regions
during infancy as a result of prenatal SSRIs may provide insight into how altered neural

m

development plays a role in mediating behavior. To gain insight into the specific neurobiological
effects of perinatal SSRIs on development, animal models have been used. Below is a brief

ed

summary of findings following perinatal SSRIs on the most critical regions involved in social
behavior regulation.

is

3.3. Animal Models: Hypothalamus

ev

The hypothalamus plays a central role in two key physiological systems that act to
mediate a number of behavioral responses: the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) and

R

gonadal (HPG) axes. With regards to the HPA system, a key regulator of stress, mood, emotional
responses and social behaviors (Albers, 2012; Kaldewaij et al., 2016), research findings to date
show that prenatal SSRIs reduce cortisol levels in human infants (Brennan et al., 2008; Davidson
et al., 2006; Davidson et al., 2009; Oberlander et al., 2008a) and these effects are related to
increased corticosteroid binding globulin (CBG) levels in SSRI-exposed neonates (Pawluski et
18

al., 2012a). Animal work shows a similar effect of perinatal SSRIs on the developing HPA
system with prenatal SSRIs increasing cortisol levels in fetal lamb plasma (Morrison et al., 2004),
and adrenocorticotrophic hormone and cortisol levels in infant rhesus monkeys after maternal
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separation (Clarke et al., 1998). Postnatal SSRIs significantly decreases corticosterone levels in
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adolescent male, but not female, rat offspring (Pawluski et al., 2012c). Similar to human
neonates, postnatal SSRI exposure also increases CBG levels, but only in prenatally stressed male
offspring (Knaepen et al., 2013; Pawluski et al., 2012c). Thus, with perinatal SSRI effects on the

us

developing HPA system, it is likely that these changes alter many aspects of social behaviors.

With regards to the HPG axis, and in relation to findings on the effect of perinatal SSRIs

an

on reproductive behaviors discussed above, it is not surprising that early life exposure to SSRIs
are associated with changes in the medial preoptic area (MPOA) (Rayen et al., 2013a; Soga et al.,

m

2012). Previous work shows that postnatal SSRIs, as well as maternal stress, significantly
decrease the area of the sexually dimorphic nucleus of the medial preoptic area (SDN-POA), a

ed

sexually differentiated brain area, in adult male offspring (Rayen et al., 2013b). Interestingly,
postnatal fluoxetine exposure has little effect on the female SDN-POA area, anteroventral

is

periventricular nucleus (AVPv), or and volume of the posterior bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
(pBST) in adult male or female offspring (Rayen et al., 2013b, 2014). Others have shown that

ev

early life exposure to SSRIs leads to a significant reduction in the number of androgen receptorimmunoreactive cells in the MPOA (Soga et al., 2012). Although activation of estrogen receptors

R

by estrogenic metabolites of testosterone is critical to induce masculinization, male sexual
behavior, and de-feminization of the brain, androgen receptors are required for perinatal
testosterone to induce complete masculinization of the brain and behavior (Sato et al., 2004).
Furthermore, inhibition of the natural postnatal drop in serotonin, resulting from maternal SSRI
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treatment, likely antagonizes the perinatal masculinization effects of testosterone during the
second and/or third week postpartum (Jarzab and Dohler, 1984; Wilson et al., 1998; Wilson et al.,
1986).
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3.4. Animal Models: Hippocampus
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Recent work highlights the role that monoamine functioning and plasticity in the
hippocampus plays in modulating peer-to-peer social behaviors (Hammels et al., 2015; Hitti and
Siegelbaum, 2014; Stevenson and Caldwell, 2014). The hippocampus is one of two brain regions

us

where there is a remarkably high rate of neurogenesis throughout the lifespan (the other region
being the subventricular zone) (Eriksson et al., 1998; Pawluski et al., 2009a). New neurons,

an

changes to structural plasticity, and monoamine functioning in the hippocampus are thought to
play an important role in learning and memory, stress regulation, and social behaviors

m

(Dranovsky and Hen, 2006; Hammels et al., 2015; Santarelli et al., 2003; Toffoli et al., 2014;
Vialou et al., 2013). For example, the CA2 region, which links the CA1 and CA3 regions (Sekino
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et al., 1997), plays a prominent role in the regulation of social behavior. Selective lesions to the
rodent CA2 region impair social recognition memory via reductions in the ability of an animal to

is

remember a conspecific (Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014; Stevenson and Caldwell, 2014). Therefore,
understanding how monoamine functioning and neuroplasticity may be affected by perinatal

ev

SSRIs will clarify the role of these medications on social development.

R

Perinatal SSRIs affect monoaminergic functioning and neurogenesis in the hippocampus

of offspring, and can act to normalize the effects of maternal stress on the developing brain
(Ishiwata et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2001; Nagano et al., 2012; Rayen et al., 2015; Rayen et al.,
2011). For example, postnatal SSRIs normalize levels of serotonin, and 5-HIAA, in prenatally

stressed offspring at weaning (Gemmel et al., 2015) and reverse the effects of maternal stress on
20

hippocampal neurogenesis in adolescent offspring and, to some extent, in adult offspring (Rayen
et al., 2015; Rayen et al., 2011). Early-life SSRI treatment also reverses the reduction in CA3
spine and synapse density observed in prenatally stressed juvenile and adolescent male mice

t

(Ishiwata et al., 2005). In addition, postnatal SSRI treatment leads to upregulation of
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hippocampal brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) mRNA in adult rat offspring (Karpova et

al., 2009), which suggests an additional mechanism by which perinatal SSRIs can restore
neuronal development. When exposed postnatally to fluoxetine alone, hippocampal neurogenesis

us

is significantly decreased in adolescent offspring (Rayen et al., 2011), highlighting the
importance of work which investigates to the effects of perinatal SSRI exposure using a model of

an

maternal stress.

Work in adult rodent offspring shows a persistent effect of sex in mediating hippocampal

m

neurodevelopment following perinatal SSRIs. Adult female offspring, but not male offspring,
exposed to postnatal fluoxetine have increased new cell survival and reductions in hippocampal

ed

synaptophysin density in the granule cell layer (Rayen et al., 2015). Others have shown that
postnatal SSRIs increase immature neuron density in the hippocampus of adult male offspring,

is

while reducing such density in the adult female hippocampus (Gobinath et al., 2016). Apart from
the effects of serotonin on sexual differentiation of the brain and behavior (Dohler et al., 1991;

ev

Jarzab and Dohler, 1984), changes in steroid hormone levels during puberty may contribute to
sex-dependent SSRI sensitivity and plasticity changes in the hippocampus (Galea, 2008; Galea et

R

al., 2006; Tabori et al., 2005; Weiland et al., 1997), thereby differentially affecting cell
proliferation and new cell survival. Thus, sex-dependent changes in hippocampal neurogenesis

may be related to sex-dependent changes observed in social and reproductive behavior; this
would be in line with previous work showing a link between hippocampal neurogenesis,
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reproductive behaviors, and social interactions (Gould and Zingg, 2003; Hammels et al., 2015;
Leuner et al., 2014; Leuner et al., 2010).
3.5. Animal Models: Prefrontal Cortex
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The PFC, vital for cognition, decision making, complex thought, and integration, plays an

extensive role in emotion, anxiety, and behavior (Jin and Maren, 2015; Shiba et al., 2016).
Disrupted interactions between the hippocampus and PFC contribute to multiple psychiatric

us

disorders, including phobias, schizophrenia, and depression (Godsil et al., 2013; Maren et al.,
2013; Sigurdsson et al., 2010). As a result, it is not surprising that treatment of maternal

an

psychiatric disorders during the perinatal period may affect the development and functioning of
the PFC in offspring, and thus, may play a role in mediating social behavior.
Perinatal SSRIs can both decrease and increase functioning of the serotonergic system in

m

the PFC and these effects can vary with maternal stress. For example, early-life SSRIs can
decrease serotonin levels and SERT expression in offspring (particularly in males) (Cabrera-Vera

ed

et al., 1997; Maciag et al., 2006b; Xu et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2015) and increase 5-HT2A
receptor expression in offspring (Sarkar et al., 2014b). Interestingly, reduced SERT-ir density in

is

the mPFC after postnatal SSRIs can, be restored with behavioral training by the repetition-rate

ev

discrimination task (Zhou et al., 2015). Reductions in SERT-ir density in the cortical barrel of
male and female rat offspring postnatally exposed to paroxetine were also associated with

R

reduced cortical area (Xu et al., 2004), suggesting an impact on additional brain regions which
rely on the cortex for afferent and efferent information.
When using a model of maternal stress, early-life exposure to SSRIs reverses reductions in

5HT1A receptor expression in GABAergic cells in the mPFC of gestationally stressed male, but
not female, rats (Zohar et al., 2014) and normalizes BDNF levels in the mPFC after prenatal
22

stress (Nagano et al., 2012). Early life SSRIs can also affect the dopaminergic system, protecting
against the effects of maternal stress by restoring homovanillic acid levels (one of dopamine’s
metabolite) in the PFC of prenatally stressed rat offspring at weaning (Gemmel et al., 2015).
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Due to altered monoamine function following early life SSRI exposure, it is not surprising
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that perinatal SSRIs affect neurodevelopment in the PFC. Perinatal SSRIs alter callosal

connections by distorting myelin sheath formation in male and female rats (Simpson et al., 2011).
Postnatal SSRIs impact numerous neuronal cell types, reducing dendritic spine density in medial

us

spiny neurons (Lee and Lee, 2012), spiny stellate cells and thalamocortical afferents (Lee, 2009),
as well as reducing dendritic length of subplate neurons, which are critical for cortical
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development (Liao and Lee, 2011). Prenatal SSRIs also reduce dendritic branching in pyramidal
neurons of cortical layers in adult mice (Smit-Rigter et al., 2012), while early postnatal SSRIs

m

increase dendritic branching of pyramidal neurons in the mPFC and reduce dendritic spines in
adult male rats (Ko et al., 2014). Such work suggests a trajectory of cortex development that is

ed

dependent on a critical period of SSRI exposure. The exact role of these changes in
neurodevelopment on social behaviors remain to be determined, but it is likely that changes in

is

neuron morphology and the serotonergic system are critical in aspects of social affiliative
behaviors, such as social cognition.

ev

3.6. Animal Models: Amygdala

R

The amygdala plays a critical role in regulating emotion, memory, and decision making,

mediating social interaction and social behaviors (Kaldewaij et al., 2016), and is involved in
neurodevelopment disorders such as ASD (Groen et al., 2010). Perinatal SSRIs are associated
with a variety of changes within the amygdala of male offspring; however, only limited work has
investigated effects in female offspring. Following perinatal SSRIs, male, but not female, rat
23

offspring display a decrease in the immediate early-gene product c-Fos following restraint stress
in the basolateral and medial amygdalar nuclei (BLA, MeA), indicating lower neuronal activation
in these areas (Francis-Oliveira et al, 2013). Gestational exposure to maternal fluoxetine is also

t

associated with increases in SERT density in the BLA and MeA of juvenile male offspring
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(Cabrera-Vera et al., 1998). While no behavioral assessments were included in this study, other
investigators have found that a brief postnatal treatment with fluoxetine is associated with

changes dendritic spine architecture in the BLA (Ko et al., 2014). The authors postulate that these

us

changes may be associated with impaired prepulse inhibition performance; fluoxetine exposure
was also associated with hypolocomotion and increases in social behavior (Ko et al., 2014). As

an

mentioned previously, SSRIs work primarily by inhibiting the reuptake of serotonin from the
cleft, thus increasing its signaling activity. Similar effects are produced by increasing the amount

m

of serotonin in the cleft via other means, or introducing a serotonin receptor agonist such as 5methoxytryptamine (5-MT); perinatal exposure and treatment with 5-MT led to more calcitonin-
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gene related peptide projections to the medial and lateral central amygdalar nucleus, as well as a
decrease in oxytocin-containing cells in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, which
may also be associated with changes in social behavior and novelty-related behavior (McNamara

is

et al., 2008). Others have shown that perinatal paroxetine exposure to rats at ‘high risk’ for

ev

depressive-like behavior significantly changes gene expression profiles in the amygdala and
hippocampus at several developmental time points, suggesting a long-term pervasive effect of

R

SSRIs on the developing brain (Glover et al., 2015).
Taken together, there are pervasive effects of perinatal SSRIs on the developing brain.

These effects may protect against the effects of maternal stress, but also may independently alter
neural circuitry vital for a number of behavioral outcomes important for social recognition,
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communication, and cognition. Beyond changes in neuroplasticity, epigenetic mechanisms may
also be implicated in the effects of perinatal SSRIs on social affiliative behaviors. Below we will
review what is known about the effects of perinatal SSRIs and epigenetic mechanisms.
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4. Perinatal SSRIs and Epigenetic mechanisms
Epigenetic mechanisms regulate gene expression via covalent modifications to the DNA
and associated proteins. Epigenetic changes, such as DNA methylation or chromatin

us

modifications, can be acquired over the lifespan and mediate environmental effects on gene
expression. Recent evidence suggests that epigenetic programming represents a key player in

an

explaining the developmental origins of adult health and disease (DOHaD) concept and is thus
also likely to contribute to the programming effect induced by perinatal SSRI exposure. While
adult antidepressant-induced epigenetic changes generally seem to be beneficial, their impact on

m

developmental epigenetic programming of brain function and behavior may be largely

ed

detrimental.

4.1. Epigenetics and Social Behavior

is

In the brain, epigenetic regulation is vital for basic cellular processes and for complex
behaviors such as those involved in mediating various cognitive and affective phenotypes.

ev

Epigenetics plays a fundamental role in nervous system development by regulating neuronal
differentiation, neurogenesis, and plasticity, which, as discussed above, are implicated in

R

behavior, cognition, memory, and neuropsychiatric disorders (Champagne, 2010; Ravi and
Kannan, 2013; Svrakic and Cloninger, 2010). Maternal care-giving experience and exposure to
perinatal stress can likewise result in epigenetic modifications, such as DNA methylation and
histone modifications, which play a role in mediating neuronal growth in neurobiological
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pathways regulating stress, cognition, and behavior throughout life (Gudsnuk and Champagne,
2012; Szyf, 2011). Changes to neuronal growth and development, as regulated by the epigenome,
appear to play a role in multiple neuropsychiatric and developmental behavioral disorders
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including ASD, schizophrenia, epilepsy, and intellectual disabilities (Banerjee et al., 2014). Such
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work highlights a clear connection between epigenetic programming following exposure to early
life stress and adversity, and offspring social behavior (Patchev et al., 2014). A reciprocal
interaction appears to exists; early life environment and social experience mediate epigenetic

us

changes which can further mediate social and affiliative behaviors across the lifespan
(Champagne, 2012; Crews, 2010; Keverne and Curley, 2008; McGowan and Szyf, 2010; Szyf,

an

2013). In addition, perinatal experience and subsequent epigenetic modifications may play a
critical role in mediating offspring behavior and mental health in ways which are dependent on

m

the timing of early life adversity exposure (Provencal and Binder, 2015), similar to timedependent effects of SSRIs on behavioral and neurological development. Epigenetic mechanisms

ed

also mediate sexual differentiation, which, as previously mentioned, plays a role in determining
the development of social reproductive behavior (Kigar and Auger, 2013). Therefore, it is likely

is

that social plasticity is mediated not only at the physiological and neural level, but also at the
genomic level (Cardoso et al., 2015), and that changes to the offspring epigenome with prenatal

ev

SSRIs plays a key role in mediating the development of social behaviors.

R

4.2. Clinical outcomes

A recent systematic review could not establish a clear association between use of (various

classes of) antidepressant medication during pregnancy and epigenetic changes in the umbilical
cord blood (Viuff et al., 2016). However, one of those studies, a genome-wide methylation study
specifically addressing the role of SSRIs, identified increased methylation levels at CpG sites
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(where a cytosine nucleotide is followed by a guanine nucleotide in the linear sequence of bases)
in the CYP2E1, EVA1 and SLMAP genes (Gurnot et al., 2015). Moreover, that same study also
found a strong correlation between maternal mood scores and CYP2E1 DNA methylation values

t

only in those newborns exposed to SSRIs, but not in unexposed newborns of depressed mothers,
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suggesting a mood and drug interaction. Another genome-wide study by Non et al. (2014)
identified several CpG sites of which cord blood methylation levels were significantly different
when comparing depressed mothers without medication to healthy controls. Among others, the

us

COL7A1 gene coding for a part of collagen VII showed differential methylation in this respect.
However, no significant differences in methylation levels were found when comparing those

an

exposed to SSRIs in pregnancy to controls (Non et al., 2014).

Several other studies addressing cord blood methylation made use of a candidate-based

m

approach. For example, Oberlander and colleagues (2008) studied the degree of methylation at
the NR3C1 locus in both maternal and neonatal blood samples and found that children of women

ed

with mid-to-third trimester depressed mood displayed increased levels of DNA methylation at
various CpG sites within exon 1F of NR3C1 in the umbilical cord blood. They also found that

is

maternal depressed mood during the second trimester was associated with increased methylation
levels at one of those same CpG sites in the newborn. However, they found no association

ev

between use of SSRIs during pregnancy and the degree of methylation in the cord blood of the
newborn (Oberlander et al., 2008b). In a similar study, Non et al. (2014) specifically investigated

R

the degree of methylation in NR3C1 in umbilical cord blood, but were not able to replicate the
abovementioned findings. However, they observe a marginally increased level of methylation at
another CpG site within the NR3C1 gene associated with non-medicated maternal depression or
anxiety. Of note, none of the genome-wide array-based approaches referred to above found
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differences in the degree of methylation at any CpG sites related to this gene (Non et al., 2014).
Two other studies investigated the degree of methylation at the BDNF gene, a well-known
epigenetically regulated candidate gene and biomarker in mood and anxiety disorders (Boulle et

t

al., 2012) . However, both Non and colleagues (2014), and a study by Devlin et al. (2010), found
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no significant associations of BDNF methylation levels with antenatal mood scores or prenatal

SSRI exposure. However, that same study showed that genetic variation in MTHFR, encoding for
methylenetetrahydro-folate reductase, an important enzyme in the generation of methyl groups

us

for DNA methylation, was associated with 2nd trimester depressed mood (Devlin et al., 2010). A
study by Soubry et al. (2011) highlighted two imprinted differentially methylated regions

an

(DMRs) of the IGF2 and H19 gene, the latter of which requires promotor hypermethylation of
the paternal allele to allow expression of the paternal allele of IGF2. Although Soubry and

m

colleagues did not find differences in mean methylation levels when comparing umbilical cord
blood of women with or without depression during pregnancy, they did observe that
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antidepressant exposure in African-American women was associated with a higher methylation at
the H19 locus (Soubry et al., 2011). Another well-known candidate gene is SLC6A4, encoding

is

the serotonin transporter (SERT or 5-HTT). Non and colleagues (2014) showed that SSRI
exposure was associated with a slight decrease in methylation in one CpG site at the SLC6A4

ev

locus. In addition, Devlin et al. (2010) showed that the degree of methylation at two CpG sites
within the SLC6A4 promoter was lower in newborn cord blood from mothers with increased

R

depressed mood symptoms at 26 weeks of gestation, however, this methylation had no
association with SSRI exposure during pregnancy. The study by Non et al. further identified
significant differential methylation in response to SSRI exposure at the NFKB2 and DNMT3a

genes, while no changes were observed for CRHR1, CRHR2, DNMT1, FKBP5, NFKB1, or
NFKB2.
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A recent study by Gurnot and colleagues (2015) using an array-based approach followed
by a detailed candidate gene pyrosequencing approach examined neonatal DNA methylation in
relation to differences in birth outcomes. They showed that lower 3rd trimester maternal

t

depressed mood symptoms only in SSRI-exposed neonates was associated with increased cord
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blood DNA methylation status at CYP2E1, indicating a maternal mood and SSRI exposure

interaction. In addition, higher DNA methylation levels at several CpG sites within the
interrogated CYP2E1 region were associated with increased birth weight independently of

us

prenatal maternal mood, SSRI drug exposure, and gestational age at birth (Gurnot et al., 2015).
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4.3. Animal Models

Neonatal exposure to fluoxetine increased hippocampal expression of histone deacetylase
4 (HDAC4) from weaning through 18 months of age, concomitant with increased H3 and H4

m

acetylation at the rat HDAC4 promoter (Sarkar et al., 2014a). Interestingly, overexpression of
HDAC4 was associated with increased depressive-like behaviors in postnally fluoxetine exposure

ed

offspring. This effect was reversed if HDAC4 overexpression was prevented (Sarkar et al.,
2014a). reversed the behavioral effects of perinatal fluoxetine exposure in the forced swim test.
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Perinatal fluoxetine exposure also affects methylation, decreasing global DNA methylation in the

ev

hippocampus around weaning (Toffoli et al., 2014). Furthermore, early life exposure to
paroxetine downregulated the expression of DNMT3a and the methyl-binding domain protein

R

(MeCP) and reduced global DNA methylation in the hippocampus, but not in the amygdala,
septum, nor mPFC, during the second week of life (Glover et al., 2015). As a well-known target

of epigenetic regulation and a biomarker for mood-related disorders, BDNF is an interesting
target of investigation in these studies. Indeed, adult female Sprague-Dawley rat offspring
neonatally exposed to fluoxetine and maternal stress showed altered hippocampal epigenetic
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regulation of BDNF associated with increased behavioral despair (Boulle et al., 2016). More
specifically, developmental SSRI exposure significantly increased behavioral despair measures
on the forced swim test and decreased hippocampal BDNF exon IV mRNA levels, concomitant

t

with increased levels of the repressive histone 3 lysine 27 tri-methylation mark at the
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corresponding promoter.

Future larger-sampled studies, correcting for e.g. the level of maternal depression and/or
other maternal illness, and maternal use of other types of medication, could use whole genome-

us

based sequencing to identify possible new differentially methylated sites. Understanding the role
of epigenetics in mediating the effects of early-life stress and exposure to SSRIs will be of pivotal

m

5. Additional Considerations

an

importance for development of novel therapeutic approaches.

Many of the conclusions about the effects of perinatal exposure to SSRIs have been made

ed

from studies in animal models where healthy dams and offspring were used. However, over the
past few years a growing body of research has shown that perinatal SSRI effects on offspring
neurobehavioral outcomes can differ when using a model of maternal stress or depression
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(Gemmel et al., 2015; Gemmel et al., 2016; Gobinath et al., 2016; Ishiwata et al., 2005; Ko et al.,

ev

2014; Pawluski et al., 2012b; Pawluski et al., 2015; Pawluski et al., 2012c; Pawluski et al., 2011;
Rayen et al., 2015; Rayen et al., 2013b, 2014; Rayen et al., 2011). This interaction between

R

perinatal SSRIs and maternal stress is perhaps not surprising as we know that exposure to
maternal stress alone can alter the developing serotonergic system with prenatal stress increasing

TPH-ir cells in the dorsal raphe nucleus (Miyagawa et al., 2011; Miyagawa et al., 2015) and
increasing 5HT synthesis in the fetal brain (Peters, 1982, 1990). Thus, it is important that
appropriate models of aspects of maternal mental illness be used when animal work explores
30

perinatal SSRI effects on development. In this regard, it is also important that clinical research
control for levels of maternal depression and anxiety in study participants prescribed, and not
prescribed, SSRIs; particularly as SSRI medications often do not alleviate all aspects of maternal

t

mental illness (Molyneaux et al., 2014) and both exposure to maternal depression and anxiety can
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have long-term effects on child development (Marcus, 2009; Olivier et al., 2013; Talge et al.,
2007).

It is also worthwhile to consider that women are increasingly likely to continue SSRI

us

treatment during the perinatal period if they have previously suffered from stress, anxiety and
depression (which serves as one of the major risk factors for developing perinatal depression)

an

(Pawluski et al., 2017). Therefore, future animal studies investigating the pre-gestational effects
of maternal depression and SSRI exposure would be valuable to understanding the extent to

m

which SSRIs may impact offspring development.
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Conclusions

One of the strongest predictors of mental illness and behavioral disorders is early-life
stress (Eiland and Romeo, 2013). However, both clinical and pre-clinical work demonstrate that

is

offspring exposed perinatally to SSRIs, used to treat maternal stress-related disorders, may also

ev

be at risk for altered development of a host of social affiliative behaviors (Homberg et al., 2010;
Man et al., 2015; Misri et al., 2006; Oberlander et al., 2010; Oberlander et al., 2007; Pawluski et

R

al., 2012b; Rayen et al., 2013b, 2014) on a behavioral, neural and epigenetic level; these effects
can be altered by maternal care as well as maternal stress and depression (Figure 1). It may be
that perinatal SSRIs protect against some aspects of maternal mental illness, but also

independently affect the development of social behavior-mediating neural circuitry in the
hippocampus, PFC, amygdala, and hypothalamus, at a physiological, cellular, and epigenetic
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level. One of the more recently studied examples of how early-life alterations in the serotonergic
environment may impact the development of social behaviors and relevant neurobiology is
observed in the reported link between prenatal SSRIs and increased risk of autistic-like

t

behaviors. More than 25% of individuals diagnosed with ASD display hyperserotonemia, which
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was one of the first classified clinical biomarkers indicative of the disorder (Muller et al., 2016).
Individuals with ASD, as with perinatal SSRI exposure, show neurobiological and epigenetic
abnormalities in all the above mentioned brain regions (Lotspeich and Ciaranello, 1993; Muller et

us

al., 2016), as well as demonstrate increased aggressive traits which are, interestingly, often
treated with medications to regulate serotonergic system functioning (Fitzpatrick et al., 2016).
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Therefore, it is clear that serotonin plays a critical role in regulating neurobehavioral outcomes,
and in some cases may be a risk factor for the development of neurodevelopmental disorders.

m

Given the vital role of the serotonergic system throughout development and adulthood on
a host of neurobehavioral outcomes, it is not surprising that perinatal SSRIs, which can increase

ed

serotonin levels in offspring, can have a long-term impact on neurobehavioral development.
However, it should not be forgotten that exposure to maternal stress-related disorders can also

is

alter the developing serotonergic system (Miyagawa et al., 2011; Miyagawa et al., 2015; Peters,
1982, 1990; Zohar et al., 2014) and thus more research is needed to determine the complexity of

ev

early life exposure to maternal mental illness and perinatal SSRIs on mother and child. The risks
and benefits of SSRIs, as well as additional treatments for maternal affective disorders, such as

R

psychotherapy, diet, and exercise, need further investigation and will aid in developing safe and
effective treatments for both mother and child (Pawluski et al., 2017).
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Schematic representation of key factors influencing the development of social behavior
after SSRI exposure. Present in the figure are links between maternal mood, maternal care, and
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SSRI medications that can all act to alter social behaviors. In addition, the age and sex/gender of
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the offspring are key factors mediating these effects.
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Sertraline

Zoloft

C

Paroxetine

Paxil

D

Citalopram

Celexa

C

Escitalopram

Lexapro

C

Fluvoxamine

Luvox

C

0.451
0.22-1.82
1.14
0.071
0.3-3.322
1.64
1.21
0.08-0.592
0.84
0.181
0.24-1.882
0.24
0.36-1.532
0.24

5.23

an
us
c

C

20 mg/day

80 mg/day

4.83

25 mg/day

200 mg/day

8.23

20 mg/day

60 mg/day

0.573

20 mg/day

40 mg/day

-

10 mg/day

20 mg/day

0.261

0.953

50 mg/day

300 mg/day

C

0.27-0.612
0.2 4

1.43

75 mg/day

375 mg/day

C

0.02-0.152

40-60 mg/day

120 mg/day

m

Prozac

ed

Fluoxetine

rip
t

Table 1. Summary of individual SRI medications prescribed during the perinatal period to women. 1Bakker et al. 2007 (The Netherlands), 2Zoega et al. 2015
(Nordic countries), 3Oberlander et al. 2008(British Columbia, Canada; % of total prescriptions in pregnancy women), 4Alwan et al. 2011 (United States). Common
dose information from www.cms.gov.
FDA
Prescription Rate
Rating
Prescription Rate
(% total
Common Starting Dose Common Maximum Dose
SRI
Trade Name
During
(% total pregnancies)
prescriptions
in Adults5
in Adults5
Pregnancy
during pregnancy)
Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor (SSRI)

Serotonin Norepinephrine Reuptake Inhibitor (SNRI)
Effexor

Duloxetine

Cymbalta

5

ev
is

Venlafaxine

R

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare-Medicaid-Coordination/Fraud-Prevention/Medicaid-Integrity-Education/Pharmacy-Education-Materials/Downloads/ad-adultdosingchart.pdf
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Sex

Play Behavior
P28-35, P87
Male/Female

SSRI
admin

Species

SSRI (dose/day)

Wistar rat

Fluoxetine
(12mg/kg)

G11-P0

Male/Female

Long Evans
rat

Citalopram
(20mg/kg)

P8-21

P32-34

Male/Female

Long Evans
rat

Citalopram
(10mg/kg)
Fluoxetine
(5mg/kg)

P8-21

P32-34

Male/Female

Long Evans
rat

Citalopram
(20mg/kg)

P>56

Male

Wistar rat

Fluoxetine
(20mg/kg)

Male/Female

Long Evans
rat

R

P78
P101

Reference

Fluoxetine reduces pinning,
boxing/wrestling and social exploration
frequency at P28-35.
Fluoxetine reduces self-grooming and
exploration at P87.
Citalopram reduces boxing/wrestling,
following/chasing and exploration
(rearing) and increases self-grooming
(stereotypic behavior).

Oral injection
to dam.

Olivier et al.
2011

s.c. injections to
offspring

Khatri et al.
2014

Citalopram reduces male and female
boxing and male pinning while
increasing male stereotypic behaviors.

s.c. injections to
offspring

RodriguezPorcel et al.
2011

Citalopram reduces juvenile play in
male, not female, offspring.

s.c. injections to
offspring

Simpson et al,
2011

P0-4

Fluoxetine increases sniffing, contact
behaviors, and total social interaction
time.

s.c. injections to
offspring

Ko et al, 2014

Citalopram
(20mg/kg)

P8-21

Citalopram reduces conspecific/object
contacts at P30-40 and P>60.

s.c. injections to
offspring

Simpson et al.
2011

Citalopram
(10mg/kg)
Fluoxetine
(5mg/kg)

P8-21

Citalopram and fluoxetine reduces male
and female conspecific/object contacts
at P78 and P101.

s.c. injections to
offspring

RodriguezPorcel et al.
2011

ed

P8-21

ev
is

Social Interaction & Social Preference
P30-40
Male/Female Long Evans
P>60
rat

Comments

m

P24-28

Results

an
us
c

Age
investigated

rip
t

Table 2. Summary of laboratory rodent research investigating how perinatal SSRIs affect offspring social behaviors. P=postnatal day, G=gestation day,
s.c.=subcutaneous
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Male/Female

Long Evans
rat

Citalopram
(20mg/kg)

P8-21

Citalopram reduces male and female
conspecific/object contacts at P45 and
85.

P34
P76

Male/Female

Norway
High/Low
lines

Fluoxetine
(10mg/kg)

P2-7

Fluoxetine reduces time spent with a
novel conspecific at P34 and 76.

P28-31
P49-52

Male/Female

ICR (CD1)
mice

Fluoxetine
(10mg/kg)

G1-P0

P>60

Male

C57BL/6
mice

Fluoxetine
(25mg/kg)

G15-P12

Wistar rat

Citalopram
P1-19
(20mg/kg/3days)

SpragueDawley rat

Fluoxetine
(5 mg/kg)

Reproductive Behavior
P103-111
Female

Male

P>100

Male

SpragueDawley rat

R

P80-88

Long Evans
rat

P1-21

Fluoxetine
(5mg/kg)

P1-21

Citalopram (5,
10 or 20mg/kg)

P8-21

Oral gavage to
offspring

an
us
c
Adult animals spend more time with
social conspecific, particularly males.
Fluoxetine increases female conspecific
interaction at P28-31.
Fluoxetine increases number and
duration of aggressive attacks in males
at P49-52.
Fluoxetine increases aggressive attacks
and time spent in aggressive behaviors.
Fluoxetine did not affect time spent in
social behavior with a resident intruder.

Khatri et al.
2014

Zimmerberg
et al. 2015

s.c. injections to
dams

Svirsky et al.
2016

Administration
via drinking
water to dams.

Kiryanova et
al. 2014

Citalopram reduces duration of
aggressive attacks on a resident intruder.

s.c. injections to
offspring

Manhaes de
Castro et al.
2001

Fluoxetine facilitates sexual behaviors,
regardless of maternal stress exposure,
and does not affect SDN-POA, ACPv
and pBST brain areas, or estrous
cyclicity.
Fluoxetine exposure inhibits sexual
behavior.
Fluoxetine after maternal stress
decreases the area of the SDN-POA.

Osmotic
minipump to
the dam; model
of maternal
stress
Osmotic
minipump to
the dam; model
of maternal
stress
s.c. injections to
offspring

Rayen et al.
2014

m

ed

Males

ev
is

P90-120

s.c. injections to
offspring

rip
t

P45
P85

Citalopram exposure results in dosedependent reductions mounting,

Rayen et al.
2013

Harris et al.
2012
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intromissions, and ejaculations
Male

Wistar rat

Fluoxetine
(12mg/kg)

G11-21

Fluoxetine does not affect male sexual
behavior

s.c. injections to
dam

Oliver et al.
2011

P153-184

Male

Long Evans
rat

Fluoxetine
(5mg/kg)

P8-21

s.c. injections to
offspring

P80

Male

Wistar rat

Fluoxetine (5
and 10 mg/kg)

G13-20

Fluoxetine disrupts male sexual
behavior: fewer mounts, intromissions
and ejaculations
Fluoxetine has no effect on male sex
behavior

s.c. injections to
dam

Rodriguez
Porcel et al.
2011
Cagliano et al.
2008

P>90

Male

Swiss mice

Fluoxetine
(7.5mg/kg)

G0-P21

Fluoxetine impairs sexual motivation

Oral gavage to
dam

Gouvea et al.
2008

P90

Male

Long Evans
rat

Citalopram
(5mg/kg)

P8-21

Citalopram decreases sexual activity:
fewer mounts, intromissions and
ejaculations

s.c. injections to
offspring

Maciag et al.
2006

Fluoxetine
(10mg/kg)

G1-P0

Fluoxetine reduces maternal behavior
on PD1 via reduced nest quality and
delayed pup retrieval. Fluoxetine
exposed females showed more
adaptability in maternal behaviors, with
greater improvements in maternal care
on PD 2 and 3.

s.c. injections to
dams (F0)

Svirsky et al.
2016

R

an
us
c

m

ev
is

ed

Maternal Behavior
P>60
Female (F1) ICR (CD1)
mice

rip
t

P133
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Highlights
Serotonin and SSRIs are mediators of maternal care-giving behaviors



Perinatal SSRIs affect development of play, social, and reproductive behaviors



Perinatal SSRIs and maternal stress alter the developing serotonergic system



Perinatal SSRIs alter neuroplasticity and epigenetic profiles in offspring
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